ABSTRACT

TRAINING of MAKING NUGGET AND FISH CRISPY AT SOCIETY ABOUT COAST of PANDANSIMO of SUBDISTRICT of SRANDAKAN of REGENCY of BANTUL DIY

Marwanti And Mutiara Nugraheni

Coastal area of Pandansimo represent one of coast in Regency Bantul owning prospect good to be developed as port of fish arrest internationally. Therefore need the existence of spadework utilize to support the the program. As one of effort welcoming program namely enablingness of human resourses being specially all fisherman wife and also all haul fishmonger [of] all fisherman. Devotion activity at this society aim to; 1). to improve knowledge about quality control result of fishery, 2). giving alternative about technique of handling pasca harvest the fish and also 3) opening opportunity to develop home industry based on agribisnis.

Activity execution in the form of intensive training management about knowledge of food security in mengolah of fish and making of product of olahan fish which prospektif that is make the nugget and krupuk fish, by using method deliver a lecture and demonstrate the. ta 3) opening opportunity of development of home industry base on agribisnis.

Society devotion started from activity survey till pelaksanaaan training. Training followed by 16 competitor consisted of [by] the citizen of hamlet Pandansimo, Kuwaru And Trimurti of Subdistrict Srandakan. Training Execution walk at ease and see the existence of desire of training competitor to develop its effort. Utilize the activity continueing needed [by] a support and control the local government to give the society motivation [of] [so that/ to be] ready to develop the x'self and realize result of training.